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 The silent backbone of the Imperial Defense Force during the latter half of the 23rd 
Century, the D-14/D’esta Kar (“Stinger”) class fulfilled the Empire’s need for a small and 
highly maneuverable, yet thoroughly modern Destroyer that had a balanced mix of power, 
weaponry and shielding.  Along with K’Teremny, it was intended to succeed the venerable 
Lara’atan class. 
 
 Prior to 2270, the KDF experienced relatively little success in fielding a competent 
Destroyer class until 2257, when Lara’atan entered service.  Large, fast, highly 
maneuverable for its size and featuring an extremely potent armament, it was a qualified 
success and rapidly became a key part of the KDF’s overall offensive strategy. 
 
 However, as time went on, the KDF did upgrade/refit or uprate the class to keep it in 
line with its foreign contemporaries.  This can be attributed to several factors including the 
large number of examples that were produced as well as differing priorities (the D-8/K’Tinga 
as well as the infamous B-10/Kar’hamer programs receiving the lions share of resources and 
attention).  With all this taken into consideration, it was decided that designing and 
constructing an entirely new Destroyer class would be easier and more efficient rather than 
undertaking a lengthy and complex refit program to keep Lara’atan on par with the rest of 
the fleet. 
 
 The resulting design that received the codename D’esta Kar or “Stinger” to most 
Terrans, was decidedly blockier than larger classes such as D-7/Klolode or B-1/Jul’Kar.  A 
stout 220 meters in length and displacing 238,000 metric tons, this new Destroyer struck a 
roughly triangular profile, emphasizing length as a primary design attribute.  The command 
pod was slab-sided, pentagonal and heavily armored in typical Klingon fashion.  The lack of 
a large, dedicated secondary hull led to the connecting dorsal gradually broadened out 
as it moved aft.  Aesthetically, its blocky, or ‘craggy’ appearance foreshadowed that of 
larger, more powerful vessels such as Komo’Val and Vor’Cha.  At the rear, extending out to 
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starboard and swept downward at a 30 degree angle were two truncated wings, 
underneath which, D’esta Kar’s warp nacelles were located.  From a design/aesthetic 
standpoint, they provided a counter-balance that helped keep the vessel from looking 
unwieldy.   From a functional, engineering standpoint, they—combined with the placement 
of the nacelles—contributed to outstanding sublight maneuverability and additional 
stability at faster-than-light velocities. 
 
 Keeping with standard Imperial doctrine regarding Destroyers, D’esta Kar was heavily 
armed, mounting 5 Mark VIII Standard Disruptors, 2 Mark X Heavy Disruptors and 2 Torpedo 
Launchers (1 each fore/aft).  Compared to her Starfleet contemporaries, she ranked just 
ahead of stalwarts Saladin II (2271), Larson II (2272) and Loknar II (2273), but behind Miranda 
(2275) and Valley Forge (2279) in terms of offensive strength—presenting something of a 
problem for strategists and planners within Starfleet Command. 
 
 Deployed in large numbers following its launch in 2270, these ships saw the bulk of 
their service along the frontier, though they took a backseat to the G-6/Guardian class 
Gunboats when it came to cross-border incursions.  Production fell off slightly in 2277 once 
the KDF began mass-producing its own copy of the Romulan S-11 class Frigate (the D-
11/B’Rel class Scout) before evening off and becoming part of a balanced strategy in 2278 
following the introduction of the D-9/K’Teremny class.   
 
 Initially following its entrance into service, a large number of these destroyers were 
sent into the Gariman sector (the bulk of which constituted what Starfleet referred to as the 
‘Taurus Reach’), carrying out a short-lived campaign against the Tholian Navy—the 
destruction of Federation Starbase 47 in 2268 plunging the unclaimed region back into 
chaos. 
  
 In 2282, the class gained a measure of notoriety—a squadron responsible for the 
ambush and destruction of the civilian starship Dixie Queen that had been operating in 



Klingon territory as part of Starfleet’s Operation Dixie.  Thereafter, D’esta Kar found its 
primary theatre in the ‘Triangle’ region of space.  A large number were covertly procured 
and used by Klingon Admiral Krador as part of his plans to spark a general war between the 
Klingons, Romulans and Federation, but were recovered by the Imperial Defense Forces 
after his ‘reassignment’ to the governorship on Muldor IV in 2286. 
 

 Due to their numbers—972 produced in 5 build groups between 2270 and 2297—the 
class continued in service well into the 24th Century.  Throughout the 2340’s, they saw heavy 
use against the Romulan Imperial Navy.  As part of wide-ranging reprisals for the Narendra III 
(2344) and Khitomer (2346) Massacres, D’esta Kar found itself pitted against the Romulans’ 
wide array of fleet combatants, including the then-new V’Melak class Warbird.  Though old 
by this time, the Destroyer proved itself every bit the equal of her Romulan counterparts and 
accruing an impressive combat record. 

 The class continued in service up through the Dominion War.  Deployed primarily in 
squadrons, they saw heavy action against the Breen—destroying depots and supply bases 
in the Triannon, Ledonia and Portas star systems as well as the shipyards at Arakon.   

 All surviving D’esta Kar class Destroyers were retired with honor in 2379 and were 
replaced in 2381 by the new Dah’chu class.
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Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

D-14/D’esta Kar 
Destroyer 
 
2270-2379  
0 
 
220m 
170m 
42m 
10 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

238,000 metric tons 
 
180 (est.) 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

2 Mark X Heavy Disruptor Cannons 
5 Mark VIII Standard Disruptor Cannons 
2 Torpedo Launchers 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 591,420 TerraJoules 
 
Standard Duranium Double Hull 





Editor’s Annotations 
 

 

A design I’ve briefly glanced over in the past, I didn’t give serious though to including it until I glanced through Richard Mandel’s Guide to the Klingon Fleet again recently.  A stout, 
rugged design, after looking at it a bit, I believe it mixes a variety of styles from the ENT, TMP and TNG/DS9/VOY eras together in an intimidating looking package.  In Trek canon and even 
throughout the non-canon/fanon realms, the axiom “bigger is better” is the rule when it comes to Klingon starship design.  As implausible as that is, it also leaves room for people like 
myself to be creative. 

The D-14 in particular here is a FASA design out of the Klingon Ship Recognition Manual.  My approach has it forming the ‘foundation’ of the KDF, without which, larger classes like K’Tinga 
could not find their footholds and establish dominance.  More specifically, it paved the way for more notable classes such as D-18/Lara’atan and D-30/K’Teremny as I described.  I didn’t 
feel right though just glossing over its service history and giving vague descriptions of action it was involved in.  The bit of research I did in digging up some suitable historical tidbits also 
shed light on a major element of TMP history that also came from FASA. 

According to Memory Beta, Operation Dixie was the codename of a highly classified Starfleet Intelligence operation designed to survey and gather data within Klingon Space.  
Conceived in 2274 and put into motion in 2276 it involved the use of three civilian vessels—Dixie Queen, Dixie Princess and Dixie Lady—for intelligence gathering purposes.  Launched in 
2280, the operation was expected to last five years.  Initially, all went well—limited information received by Starfleet Intelligence in 2281 shedding much light on Klingon starships and 
shipbuilding.  However, all three ships were eventually destroyed—Dixie Queen in 2282, Dixie Princess in 2284 and Dixie Lady in 2285.  The loss of the three ships led to the operation being 
declared a failure and led to a major shakeup in the admiralty—which among other things, saw Fleet Admiral Heihachiro Nogura step down, replaced as the Starfleet C-in-C by Harold 
Randolph Morrow. 
 
This, along with the mention of Klingon Admiral Krador, comes specifically from the Star Trek IV Sourcebook Update.  As I don’t have a copy and have had to rely on miscellaneous online 
sources, my descriptions are naturally limited.
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